
 

The Taliban way 

Dear Editor, 

This is apropos of ‘Disgracing women the Taliban way’ by Mazhar Abbas that appeared in these columns 

on 17th Friday, I would like to fully endorse his views and add a few comments. 

Disgracing the women and many other social evils mentioned by Mr.Abbas are but a few of the 

embarrassing and painful cancers of our society. But they are only manifestations of a much larger evil 

that has devastated the nation and that is “Lawlessness” and the VIP culture. This has led to the 

breakdown of its institutions besides the strangulation of merit and drenched the society with 

corruption. We are a reaping what our visionless leaders had sowed.  

The powerful people, who paraded the women naked many decades ago, as mentioned by Mr.Abbas, 

were confident that they will never be taken to task. Had they any fear of the State, its LEA and its 

judicial system, these barbaric acts would not have occurred.  But alas, these were repeated several 

times. All it did was to shake up a few NGOs and provide sensational material to journalists. The state, as 

such was watching. The connected people keep on using the systems to their advantage. Even 

Mukhtaran Mai, has not received any justice from our judicial system till today.  

From a small time extortionist, a dacoit or the rapists in the streets who terrorize the urban citizenry to 

the Lords who rule from the august houses who sanctify the burial of live females or make millions in 

changing loyalties, they all know for sure that the State, its LEA and its judicial systems have no 

credibility, no writ, and can easily be manipulated. Every offence, big or small leads to one point and 

that is weakness of the Law or the mutilated body of whatever is left in the name of Law. The State had 

always in some ways, patronized the porous borders and the so called ‘Azaad Elaaqa’; areas of the 

frontier having no writ of the State, no Law. Today this lack of Law or writ of the State helps bring to the 

nation fallout of a phenomenal proportion. 

Terrorists for some are freedom fighters for others. It is a complicated times we are living in. It’s called 

‘Expediency’ in the name of Democracy. The same Taliban who operated under the name of 

Mujahedeen were celebrated and compared to the Founding Fathers of USA by one of the Presidents of 

USA. The Taliban, of which we have become so scared lately, is our own product, who has turned the 

directions of their guns after they felt that the GOP is behaving like an American agency in exchange for 

huge aid and fighting their own people. Ask the rural population in the tribal belts whose lives are 

miserable, the majority will prefer the Taliban, who in their eyes are the saviors’ as compared to the 

ruling urban Elites and Lords, mostly Waderas, Chaudris, Sardars, fascists and generals who have failed 

their countrymen since the last sixty years with their western models of democracy. 

Is the situation salvageable? Yes. To repeat the oft quoted Churchill dictum, “Are our courts 

functioning?” when Britain was devastated after the World War 2; He was confident that the nation 

would get up and start to walk if the judiciary was doing its job. The restoration of the Supreme court 



Justice is a step in the right direction, and we need to resuscitate the entire judicial system. The idea is 

to have same rules without distinction and to establish rule of Law while abolishing the VIP culture. 

The day we have a leader who decides that its time to rejuvenate our judicial systems and fix our LEAs I 

think majority of our problems will be solved, and this beautiful country with its beautiful people may be 

saved and may have another lease of life. Other wise we should all be prepared for a painful and 

embarrassing surprise every new day. Let us all standup like the lawyers and make a change.  
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